A new, integrated approach to procurement,
development and safety, co-developed by enduserspecialistss, data scientists and food
compliance.
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THE SMART SUPPLIER MISSION

Provide a real time food information platform to seamlessly connect clients to all
their suppliers, ensuring thousands of ingredients, recipes, and menus are live,
accurate and validated.

THE RESULT
Smart Supplier has become the industry standard for cloud-based Software as a
Service (SaaS) solutions for hospitality allowing clients to manage all product data
on its journey from supply chain to point of sale.
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Now you can capture and validate supplier data at the point of entry, assuring
data quality for your business. The capture of ingredient, allergen, and other
dietary information is designed intuitively to simplify the data gathering process,
which can be tailored to fit your unique business needs.
Clients can manage supplier and product listings using our gated approval process,
manipulate data to report and measure performance and can connect with
existing software platforms via our API.
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“Smart Supplier has provided us [Mitchells & Butlers] with
an intuitive supplier management solution which enables
us to work collaboratively and communicate infinitely
better with our suppliers.

NT Assure were dedicated to building out a solution with
us that could cope with our vast compliance needs as a

market leading restaurant, pub & bar company to support
us and our suppliers in the development of high-quality
products”

~ Darryl Thomson, Former Head of Safety

High Level Impact

Reduction in time spent on
product specification
writing
Of customers think it
is important to see
businesses acting
environmentally
friendly.

Reduction in Menu
Description Errors
Suppliers
Registered
Full compliance with food information
regulations ahead of time

Products Listed

Customers find
you.
Smart Supplier users are instantly qualified to
feature on our award-winning app, helping
consumers with dietary requirements find you.

Dinepilot
Food information you can trust.

O2 Blue Business
Award Winner

SOFHT Best New
Product Winner
2019

Chat to one of our food safety consultants now
to find a Smart solution for your business.
Tel: 01933 272089
Email: info@ntassure.com
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